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EDITORIAL
First published in the Society's
jubilee year, Capital Philately is
now entering its nineth year. There
have only been two editors Alan
Salisbury and Ed Druce. It is my
privilege to take up the editorial
pen from these seasoned philatelic
writers and my hope that the
standard of the journal will be
maintained into the future.
Members will know that the costs of
producing the journal, dominantly
those for printing, dissipate a
large proportion of the Society's
income. It is therefore,
understandable that the need, form
and style of Capital Philately is
frequently questioned. The council
and membership have agreed that is
should continue and in order to
reduce costs the format and
printers have changed during the
last year. This was partially to
blame for the journal falling
behind its favoured pUblications
dates. It is my hope that by mid-
1990 we will be back on schedule.
Council have also reminded members
that their views on the contents of
the journal are always welcome. I
can assure everyone that the
editorial sub-committee will
seriously consider any request,
whether or not it is accompanied by
an offer to provide material. While
contributions to Capital Philately
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are always welcome it is a
pleasure, as the new editor, to
report that we do have material in
hand or in the pipeline. This is a
pleasant contrast to the frequent
pleas seen in many society
magazines.
AUSTAMP 90 is now only a few weeks
away. Under the auspices of the
Australian Philatelic Federation.
and its forerunners, the current
series of national exhibitions
started with ANPEX in 1982. Since
that date it has been the aim to
have a national level exhibition
somewhere in the Commonwealth every
year. Thus the sequence ANPEX
(Brisbane 1982), the Third National
Convention (Canberra 1984), SUNPEX
(Brisbane, 1985) f STAMPEX
(Adelaide, 1986) CUPPEX (Perth,
1987), SYDPEX (Sydney, 1988) and
STAMPSHOW '89 (Melbourne, 1989).
AUSTAMP is the national for 1990.
It incorporates the sixth National
Convention which is the latest in
the sequence of ACT shows that have
been organized every two years by
the Society since 1980. Our record
in organizing such a continuous
series of events as a single club
is unparalleled. At this time
however, it is understandable that
some members may begin to wonder if
we are quite sane to take on a full
blown modern national show. Others
question whether Australia should
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have a national every year and
whether the funds could be more
usefully be employed elsewhere in
philately. The joy of an editorial
is that one has the opportunity to
express one I s own views and mine
are given below.

Since 1982 Australian philately,
especially in the field of
exhibiting, has advanced beyond all
recognition. The number and quality
of exhibits is unrecognizable from
what went before. This is equally
true at international, national and
local levels. In our own Society
the number of national exhibitors
now exceeds 25 while a decade ago
it was closer to 2. Indeed,
Australia was not even a member of
the FIP and the then very small
band of international exhibitors
needed to apply via philatelic
organizations overseas. One
national a year does not seem
excessive to me, north America has
over thirty annually. Only a small
bunch of keen philatelists are able
to find the time or money to attend
all the nationals in Australia but
the varied locations bring the
glamour, dealers (local and
overseas) and exhibits to the major
centres of population every few
years. There is no denying the fact
that staging nationals on the
current scale is expensive but the
costs to APF funds, prior to
SYDPEX, were limited to providing
loans which were repaid after the
-event had finished. From my
experience of regionals and
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nationals in north America and

England the size, presentation and
overall quality of Australian is
excellent. Indeed,from the sample I
have seen those in Australia are
very much bet ter ! These views are
directly the opposite of the editor
of Stamp News but I would be
pleased to show him, or anyone
else, the catalogues of the
overseas nationals that I have
visited. The north American
national in Ottawa in April 1989
had only 45 entries.
It is now up to the Society to
maintain this standard~ We might
provide a smaller and shorter
duration show than the major
Australian conurbations but the
spiri t of friendliness will, I am
sure, be unmatched. It also
provides us with a wonderful
opportuni ty to show the population
of the ACT and its surroundings a
philatelic feast. Now is the time
for all members to pitch in - it
will soon be over!

STOP PRESS
The number of competitive entries
for AUSTAMP 90 are now close to
180. There will also be a se,par.~te
and additional competitive class
for postcards which will provide an
additional 20 or so exhibits. The
number of paid-up dealer's stands
is 35 with only another 5 available
before capacity is reached. So,
despite forecasts of doom and gloom
from a small section of the
philatelic press, it looks like
being a great show.

YES, THE AWARDS DINNER FOR AUSTAMP 90
IS TO BE HELD IN

THE GREAT HALL OF THE NEW PARLIAMENT HOUSE
SUNDAY 18 MARCH 1990

TICKETS $50 EACH, FROM AUSTArv.rP 90
OR INCLUDED IN COST OF 90 CLUB
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THE USE OF COMPUTERS IN PHILATELY

Hans Karman

The use of a computer for
philatelic purposes is no longer so
exceptional as to raise eyebrows.
It may not yet be common, but such
use is getting more wide-spread. I
will attempt to set down what I
believe are some of the many ways
in which computers can be used to
advantage by philatelists.

Types of use of computers
The use of computers falls into a
few classes.

-Storage of information
-Manipulation of information
-Calculations on information
-Presentation of information

These classes are not mutually
exclusive, rather they are quite
dependent on one another. In
general, information can only be
manipulated if it is stored in a
computer accessible form and such
.manLp'u.Lat.don .ds useful only if the
information is to be presented in a
new form.

Al though all these classes of use
are available on all computers,
even the simplest home computer,
their effectiveness is only as good
as the capabilities of the
equipment permit. I will therefore
assume the following:
-Tb~ co~puter has equipmentSUl.table ror tne permanent storage
of information, such as a floppy
disk. A cassette tape is a
possibili ty, but their reliability
is not great and they are generally
not us~ful for large quanti ties of
important information.

-The computer has equipment
sui table for producing "hard copy"
(i.e. on paper) output. Although
the presentation of information on
a television type screen is useful
for an individual user, it is not
suitable for a wider audience.
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Ideally, the quality of the
presentation should be such that it
is clearly readable, and not
instantly recognisable as
"computer" output.

-The user has available programs
which make the use of the computer
for the intended purpose easy. It
is possible to write special
programs to do almost anything one
wishes. Not many people will find
this productive. Therefore the
user will need one or more of the
following:

*A word processing package. This
will make it possible to use the
computer more or less like a
sophisticated typewriter.

*A database
enable the
information
fashion,
information
different
information

This willpackage.
user to store

in an organised
to manipulate the
(e.g. sort it in a

order) and to find
readily.

*A spread-sheet package. Such a
package allows the user to
calculate and recalculate the

-arithmetical -relationships between
many different classes of
information (e.g. calculate the
total value of a collection, or re-
value parts of a collection by say
the annual inflation percentage) .

*A desktop publishing package.
Such a package allows the user to
present information in a form ready
for publication or display without
tbe l::l.mitations of a "typewri ter-ll.ke" look.
Not all of these are necessary for
each use and some of these have
overlapping areas of usefulness.
Depending on the packages owned,
desktop publishing packages usually
have limi ted word processing
capabili ties; some word processing
packages have limited calculation
capabilities (to add columns of
figures); database packages usually
include calculation capabilities;
while spread-sheet packages
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sometimes have
capabilities.

limited database

Cataloguing a Collection
A computer can be used to record an
inventory of a collection. However
the amount of information that
would need to be entered into a
computer to make this a useful
application is very large, and this
is therefore not a very practical
proposition until catalogues become
available in computer readable
form. If a computer readable
version of say the Australian
Commonwealth Specialists Catalogue
or the Stanley Gibbons Catalogues
could be purchased, with regular
updates, it would be eminently
suitable for philatelists to record
the items in their collection and
then to produce:
-Want lists, a printed lists of all
the items missing from the
collection, limited to say items
catalogued at under $100 and for
the King George V period only, or
any other criteria the user selects
to restrict the want list.
-Valuation listings, either for
insurance purposes, "Or for i-tems
included in an exhibition.

-Working lists, useful in the
preparation of exhibits, e.g. a
list of all errors in colour in
definitives of the British African
colonies.
-Up-to-date price lists of areas of
interest, by including ~rices
realised, or advertised dealer's
prices in the catalogue as new
lists come out throughout the
currency of the catalogue.
There are other more complicated
uses that such a computer readable
catalogue could be used for, such
as the preparation of album or
display sheets. These would require
specialised programs and reasonably
advanced capabilities in the output
equipment available to the user.
Since the large modern catalogues
are almost certainly produced using
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information stored on computers,
the availability of computer
readable catalogues is a matter of
time and marketing strategies for
the companies who own the
information.
In the short term, I believe that
the effort involved in copying an
entire catalogue into computer
readable form is too large for the
average philatelist. It may be
possible for collectors who have
limited numbers of items in their
collection to catalogue those in a
computer. Such topics as postal
history, aero philately or
Australian King George V
definitives, or some thematic
subjects, may fall in this
category.
Storing philatelic information
Many philatelists have started at
some time or other collections of
"clippings". These generally
consist of snippets of information
cut from magazines, newspapers,
etc. which may at some time or
other be useful. We do not always
know exactly what constitutes
usefulness, so we tend to collect
anything interesting. A problem
with many clippings collections is,
that the time to organise them into
categories never seems to
eventuate. Societies have been
handed such clipping collections
from deceased members, with the
firm intentions not to let such
mines of information go to waste,
but the time and volunteer labour
never seems to be available.
Computer equipment is available now
(although still a bit pricey for
home usage) to ••scan" information
into computer storage. ••Scanned"
information is available in the
same way as microfiche information,
i.e. its contents are a mystery to
the computer (it looks to the
computer like a "picture" with
unknown content), but by allocating
one or more keywords to each
"picture", information can be
brought to the screen readily for
reading or analysis by a human
operator. Programs to actually
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read the contents of such scanned
text are becoming available, and
will eventually make it possible to
automate the allocation of
keywords.

Electronic clipping collections at
present would save in storage and
improve accessibility via keyword
searches of scanned clippings
stored in a database.

Library catalogues
Many philatelist hold books
concerning philately. Most
philatelists do not own nearly
enough books and would wish to own
more than their pocket or storage
space allows. Public libraries do
not in general cater for the
specialist requirements of
philatelists. Therefore, many
philatelic societies or stamp clubs
have libraries which are available
to members. Usually there is a
problem in having such libraries
readily available. The books are
on shelves in a location to which
few people have ready access when
it is wanted. Lists of material
available from such libraries
rarely exist, and where they exist
they. are. difficul t to keep up to
date. Keeping track of library
holdings on the shelf or out on
loan is a meticulous task which
does not easily attract volunteers.

Keeping a catalogue. of library
possessions as computer information
has many advantages. It can be
updated readily, it can be printed
off regularly to make the
information available to others,
and it can be presented in
different sequences to suit one or
more purposes. Loca tion, cross
references, topic, language,
valuation and much more can be
recorded.

Magazine indexes
Magazine collections, whether bound
or not, present another problem.
They are kept because they are
considered to be useful in their
entirety, but they present similar
problems to clippings. Indexes are
usually available in each magazine,
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but consolidated indexes are
generally not available. To findparticular items of information is
therefore a rather hit and miss
exercise: one vaguely remembers
seeing an article somewhere, but
has to go through many years of
publications to find it.

A combination of the techniques
explained above for clippings with
the library catalogue would be
useful. We could go a step further
with some coopera tion and
forethought of magazine publishers.
Since nowadays most publications
are produced with the help of
computers somewhere in the process,
indexes could be made available in
computer readable form. Storing
such indexes in a computer database
would make the contents of magazine
articles readily accessible.

Exhibition display sheets
Many desktop publishing packages
have the capability of printing
precisely dimensioned squares.
This capability can be used readily
to produce album sheets, complete
with tailor-made descriptions, on
which one can mount ones
.collection. Such 4ome- made sheets
can be produced on archive quali ty
paper, can be amended when
necessary, with more information
when it becomes available, without
the effort of rewri ting or
redrawing. The sheets can be made
to look quite as good as those sold
by album manufacturers, without any
of the limitations. There will
always be room for that special
block or pair, a particular cover
can be accommodated readily, and
the paper quality is under one's
own control.

If you are an exhibi tor, the
advantages are much greater. Each
exhibition requires a rethink of
the exhibi t. Many pages will have
to be redone, annotations changed,
minor corrections made, and the
exhibi t generally will need to be
rebalanced. All this means
redrawing many exhibition sheets.
Even with a typewriter this can be
a laborious business, and many an
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exhibit is entered less than
perfect because of the effort
involved in changing things.
If one has the right equipment,
pictorial information (sketches,
detail drawings of flaws,
postmarks, etc.) can be
incorporated in the display sheets
and reproduced at will, located
with finesse, with only minimal
effort. One can concentrate on the
contents of the exhibit,
independent of the effort needed to
make the form perfect. The results
are also independent of personal
capabilities in writing, typing,
etc.
Educational displays
If a computer is used widely for
philatelic information as outlined
above, much of the data needed to
make eye-catching video displays is
available in presentable form.
Modern home- computers such as the
Amiga and the Macintosh have the
capability to present pictorial
displays, complete with sound-
track, catchy titles, spoken word
and text. These capabilities are
only limited by the imagination and
effort of the produce.r. They are
well within the capabilities of
very modestly priced equipment.
Information Intercbange
All the above uses would be
infinitely more useful if the
information from many computers
could be pooled. The basic
requirement to make such
interchange possible is agr~ementon the format in which the
information is presented to the
owners of other computers. Because
the variety of ways in which
information can be stored is almost
infinite, an interchange format
would have to be as simple as
possible, and as independent from
any particular brand of computer or
computer program as possible.
The simplest way of achieving this
is by presenting textual
information as plain text. The
accepted standard for the exchange
of text is called ASCII, and it
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sets a standard which ensures that
every computer can recognise every
character in the set for what it
is. However, the ASCII standard
only deals with the letters which
make up the text, it pays no heed
to the contents of the text. A
simple way of dealing with this is
to precede each group of textual
information with an agreed keyword.
Such keywords would allow the
recognition of the following text
for what it is, e.g. the keyword
AUTHOR would allow one to recognise
the text which follows as the name
of the author of a book or article;
the keyword PERF would allow one to
recognise the information which
follows as the description of
perforations.
To ensure that a keyword is
recognised it could be "flagged",
e.g. %AUTHOR% would be the keyword
AUTHOR, so that the word AUTHOR
could not be mistaken for a keyword
when it is used in the text.
If information is interchanged in
ASCII format, interspersed with
recognisable keywords, it would be
simple to adapt the information
provided to ones own computer and
computer package.
Conclusion
I have attempted to set out a few
of the uses which computers have in
modern philately. Computers owned
by people at home can of course
also be used to support the
functions of Secretary, Treasurer,
Exchange Superintendent,Auctioneer, Exhibition Catalogue
Editor, Magazine Editor, Publicity
Officer, etc. to a club or society.
I believe that in ten years or so,
the home computer will be as common
as the typewriter. It will change
the shape of philately once
publishers make information
available to users in computer
readable format. Philatelic
Societies can assist in this
process by initiating the
interchange of ideas needed to make
the distribution of common
information possible.
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Editorial Note
Capi tal Philately is delighted to
publish the article by Hans Karman
as .an introduction to the role of
computers in philately. It is
thought to be one of the first
comprehensive accounts of its kind
in the Australian philatelic
literature. Hans, in his role as
the Society's Exchange
Superintendent some years ago
designed a program to handle all
aspects of the exchange circuit.
This too, is thought to be a first.
The computerised exchange system
permi ts a very wide range of
information to be quickly
extracted. For example, monthly
Council meetings have available the
status of sales for every exchange
book. Progressi vely Hans has
extended the available output to
include summaries for every book
and for every vendor of the
proportion of differing types of
material that was sold, ego
Australia, Europe, Oceania etc.

For my personal view as the new
editor, who has only recently
foresaken his typeweriter for a

_word .._prqcessor, the article was
most welcome for another reason. It
came to me on disc so that there
was no need to key in the text - a
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can then be firmly placed wi th the
original author! As home computers
(or those in the offices of some
substantial time saving for a two-
fingered academic, and all typos
members) become more widely
available I would encourage other
authors to follow this example.
Questions regarding compatability
of various computer sy~tems and
word processing packages would be
most willingly answered.

The noteworthy catalogue of NSW
Revenues produced by the late
Dennis Osborn, a member of our
Society, was also produced and
updated on a home computer.

Finally, it is appropriate to
mention that the ACT Philatelic
Council has initiated two projects
that have involved computers and
phila tely. Both has received
funding from the Australian
Philatelic Federation. One is
linked to the possible
establishment of a national
exchange circuit for collectors
by collectors. The other is an
investigation of a computer-based
classification f~r philatelic
literature. Needless to say Hans
has played a key and continuing
role in both these ventures.

NATIONAL STAMP EXHIBITION
BRUCE INDOOR STADIUM, CANBERRA
FRIDAY 16 - MONDAY 19 MARCH 1990
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THE BASS STRAIT MAILS (PART 2)

A. R. TIPPETT

This is the final section of Alan
Tippett's account of the Bass
Strait mails. Part 1 concluded with
the decline of the boisterous early
phase based on the hunting of seals
and the trading of seal products
(ed) .

Meantime what correspondence they
gave to passing ships for Sydney or
Hobart Town would have been
endorsed with the ship name and be
given the normal Port of Entry
marking ('Loose Letter'). Sometimes
the consignment papers would go
directly to the merchant or agent
and be unmarked. Even so, the
merchants would endorse the entire
with the location of the sender and
the date. This was the normal
filing system - a most informative
one as every postal historian
appreciates. The other~ and less
appreciated system of filing the
mail, was to impale it on a spike
file, which ruined the item
philatelically but historically
validates its genuinesness.

Postal services developed on the
mainland of Van Diemen's Land, with
five post offices out of Hobart
Town linking with Launceston and
George Town in the north. It was
this way in 1823. It cost 1/- to
send a letter from Launceston to
Hobart, but at least there was a
road connection albeit with the
risk of bushrangers!. From 1825 the
mails were accompanied by mounted
messengers (trusted convicts). A
Committee of Enquiry looked into
the matter and made recommendations
which led eventually to the
establishment of an Official Post
Office in Van Diemen's Land. A Bill
was drawn up and became law on 4th
October 1828. It took another three
years to become an established fact
with a General Post Office at
Hobart where the .Principal
Postmaster was located. Including
Hobart there were 20 Post Offices
in all. This marks the end of the
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first period of postal history and
the beginning of the second.

Although Tasmania did not attain
independent responsible government
until 1856, from 1826 it achieved
(as Van Diemen's Land) its own
responsible postal system. This was
proclaimed on 17th May 1832, a most
significant date in the history of
Bass Strait.

Although Hobart became a General
Post Office under a Principal Post
Master, Launceston was also given
status as a full Post Office and
Delivery Office under Post Master
A.Wright with an Assistant
Treasurer of its own for all postal
business. Launceston alsoa attained
the status as an official Port of
Entry receiving and despatching
mails not only throughout Van
Diemen's Land, but overseas (ie
Ship Letters). The caption of the
Proclamation says, 'Van Diemen' s
Land and its Dependencies'. It thus
binds the Furneaux Group, Robbing
Island, and King Island under the
direct control of the Van Diemen' s
Land postal system, not as hitherto
under New South Wales. Launceston
had become the main centre of
business and the new phase has
begun. The terms of reference are

all the islands and
terri tories lying to the southward
of Wilson's Promontory 390 12'S and
between 140 and 150thoE.

There are both continuities and
shifts in the period. One still
hears of James Monroe, the 'King of
the Eastern Straitsman' whose death
was reported in the Hobart Town
Courier in 1845. He was 82 years of
age and was buried where he had
spent much of his life, on
Preservation Island. He died, a
respected person, leaving his
property and farm animals, fowls,
pigs and a herd of 800 goats to his
three children by an aboriginal
woman. Of more immediate concern to
our subject, he had proved himself
a great letter writer ..The text of
several of his letters having been
recorded at some time or other in
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order to throw
important issue.

light someon

In 1840 Monroe wrote to Captain
Moriarty from Preservation Island
reporting the wreck of the barque
Bri tomark on nearby Goose Island.
The debris had been scattered over
several islands of the Group and a
body of local legend has grown up
about the event. What is important
is the story of the letter itself.
It was a bearer letter, 'Per
Captain of the Sir John Franklin',
to describe what he had salvaged.
Second the items salvaged comprised
the Bri tomart' s registry, journal,
letters and newspapers', supposedly
washed ashore in the box in which
they had been carried. The ship
carried mails and kept them under
securi ty wi th the ship's log and
papers. This is confirmed by the
contents of the letter written by
Stokes.

The year after Munroe died, the
cutter Domain was wrecked and her
small boat was later washed ashore
at Port Albert in Corner Inlet.
There were no survivors but a dead
child and the ship mail. Apparently
the last survivor had tried to save
the child and the ship's mail.

Commander Stokes, when he was
surveying the Straits" checked the
earlier details, and came to know
Munroe and recalled that he was
typical of others who had survived
by learning 'how to do so' over
many years. He spoke o~ the
community he had raised and
protected; of how they had been
educated by their fathers, so that
many could read the Bible and quite
a few could of them could write
well.
When the sealing
Straitsmen turned
pursuits. They made
the thousands and

failed the
to other

capital from
thousands of

mutton birds, .developing a market
for their oil and feathers, for
which the upholsterers of Van
Diemen's Land would pay 1/- per
pound when the market was good.
They also developed ways and means
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of curing mutton bird flesh for
market.

Lucy Beardon, who had been born in
the Straitsman community at Gun
Carriage Island and died on Badger
Island in 1888, greatly impressed
Bishop Nixon wi th the secular and
religious knowledge she had
acquired in her very limited
homeland. She read, kept accounts
and had a good handwriting,
appreciation of worship and musical
competence. Much of this must have
come from dealing with Van Diemen's
Land commercial houses and
shipowners. No doubt she had been
involved with much of the community
letter writing.

The most famous of the Strai tsmen
in Bishop Nixon's day was David
Howie, a Scot, who operated from
Robbin Island to the south of King
Island and who managed the Van
Diemen's Land Company there. He
traded through the islands in his
equally famous vessel, 'The
Beacon', in which he took Bishop
Nixon around the various islands.
The Bishop's book, 'The Cruise of
the Beacon' is a major primary
source for this kind of research.
Howie was both a sealer and trader
and dealt in stock and crops like
potatoes. He worked numerous
salvage operations, for in the
period of the Victorian gold rush
there were many vessels wrecked in
the Straits, particularly on King
Island at the western entrance near
his own location. It was one of his
hunting and skinning projects that
the sandblow had exposed near the
site of the British Admiral wreck,
see above. Howie was still
remembered, almost with a degree of
veneration, when I was there in
1937. I have no doubt. that there
was a good deal of truth in those
legends.

There was another man, Robinson by
name, who had lived the life of a
Strai tsman on King Island for 13
years. In the end he gave it up as
he could no longer take the
frustration of plundering escapees
from justice who robbed him of crop
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after crop. Eventually he asked
Captain Skelton to transport him
and his native woman elsewhere. He
was a freeman, an industrious
farmer, but had not learned 'how to
survive' like Munroe and others.
There were bushrangers at the time
on the mainland and apparently
still in the islands also.

One of the greatest names in King
Island was a man, Hickmott, who
hunted and knew every corner of the
large island. The oldest inhabitant
of the island in my time was his
daughter, and she was a real
pioneer with an inteprid spirit and
a strong religious faith. If she
was a sample of the old communities
of intrepid Straitsmen they must
have been a wonderful breed and I
would never question their capacity
to survive. She lived with her
grandson at the old homestead at a
place call the 'The Springs', miles
away from any other person. The
grandson had two pastimes beside
the work about the place. He played
international chess by post and he
exchanged stamps wi th a collector
in Canada. He had built up a nice
specialized collection. I hold a
first flight airmail -cover "from
Wynyard to King Island addressed to
the young man, Athol Towns. His
great grandfather, the hunter, was
a literate person and left a record
of his experiences.

By the end of the century great
changes had come to King Island.
Free settlers had moved in> land
had been cleared, a swamp drained,
dairy farms established, butter
factories built, and the island was
serviced by two small steamers: but
that is in the final phase with an
established post office and its
postmarks. In the meantime the
mails from King Island went from
Currie to Melbourne, of from
Naracoopa to Launceston or Emu Bay
with the stamps cancelled with a
'loose letter' marking.

At the eastern
changes had
especially on
(Great Island).

end of Bass Strait
also taken place

Flinders Island
The story of
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G.A.Robinson and the Tasmanian
people and their effects on the
Straitsmen is too long for
discussion here. Let it suffice to
say that their communi ty or at
least the authori ties who
controlled it - created a body of
documentation and letter writing
much of which has survived in the
archives. There are letters from
Wilkinson the catechist from, I
understand, Wybalenna.

In addition there were other
observers who left records of this
time, the most significant in the
Backhouse Journal. We see a
developing mail system, where it
was organized and where messengers
had to be used more by
implication than definite
statement. We read for example,
that Wilkinson called personally at
the Post Office in Launceston
(13/5/1833), and picked up mail
addressed to him, some of which had
corne from Flinders Island, which he
had earlier visited. The mail was
from Wybalana, previously known as
Pea Packet. It was dated five weeks
earlier. He also received a letter
from a friend working on a_st~~ion
at -Patrick's Head. It was
Launceston, as the chief post
office of the region, to which he
went for mail. Again on one of his
journeys off the beaten track of
the regular mails, as a responsible
traveller he was asked to serve as
a mail carrier himself, taking
mails to a Mission Station he was
to visit. One assumes that such
mail should have been endorsed 'per
favour' .

As the century moved on, more and
more free immigrants came out from
Britain as settlers and the mails
underwent a change. There were
mails from home; very different
from the Straitsmen who had to make
their own home right there in the
islands. The inward mails now bore
the regular maritime markings
typical of colonial mail. Some
would have passed through
Melbourne, Sydney and perhaps
Hobart as they were the usual
destinations of ships. However,
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vessels started to sail directly to
Launceston which developed a series
of Port of Entry handstamps; first
circular, then oval and finally
diamond-shaped. These markings
related to the years of usage and a
letter from England to King Island
would carry one of these marks,
certainly up to 1875. Outward mails
would have been posted Ship'side an
the islands and taken to the first
port of call Launceston,
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Melbourne or Sydney and there
marked as a 'Loose Letter I before
feeding into the regular overseas
mail service. The sender, of
course, could elect to endorse it
'via Brindisi' or 'via Marseilles'.
King Island was not gazetted as a
regular post office until 1892,
when it was assigned its own barred
numeral '344' and another period of
postal history begins.
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SPECIALIST SOCIETIES

THE BRITISH CARIBBEAN PHILATELIC
STUDY GROUP

Dingle Smith

The worldwide membership of the
BCPSG is close to 300 with the
majori ty based in Canada, the USA
and the UK. An unusual feature is
the transatlantic link and although
the journal is published in the USA
some of the commi ttee members are
always from the UK.

The strength of the BCPSG,
especially for overseas members, is
its publication, the Bri tish
Caribbean Philatelic Journal
(BCPJ). This is produced quarterly
and has reached volume 30, with
over 150 consecutive issues.
Currently the journal comprises
some 32 pages of A4 text and
illustrations. The key feature is
the number and quali ty of articles
that report research into· all
aspects of the philately of the
British Caribbean. The BCPJ is a
must for all serious collectors of
such material. The geographical
extent is strictly limited to the
former Bri tish possessions in the
Caribbean and includes British
Honduras (Belize) "and British
Guiana (Guyana). Over the years
invaluable check lists have been
published which have been avidly
read by collectors worldwid~ who
have then contributed further
information. A selection of
examples are:

A check list of all postmarks of
Jamaica from the mid-eighteenth
century to the early 1960's.

First flights of the Caribbean
Registered handstamps of Jamaica

The BCPSG also reports on
exhibitions, literature, auction
prices, and new issues together
with a range of informative adverts
from dealers in both north America
and the UK. There is an annual
BCPSG auction with the list of
material circulated well in advance
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for overseas members. The auction
itself is held at an annual meeting
of the group normally coincident
with a major exhibition in north
America. Meetings are also held in
the UK and one will take place
during London 1990 in May.

Other benefi ts of membership
include the opportunity, at
irregular intervals, to purchase
research publications published by
the BCPSG. As with many societies a
special feature is the opportuni ty
to correspond with other
philatelists whose interests
coincide with one's own. To the
best of my knowledge the Australian
membership, including my own, has
varied between one and three over
the last decade. Surely there are
more keen Australian collectors of
the British Caribbean than that!

The annual subscription is USSIS.OO
for north American members and
£12.50 for others; there is a
surcharge for airmail delivery of
the journal. The contact for
membership applications forms is:

Robert V.Swarbrick
Walton Fields
Grimston
Melton Mowbray
Leicestershire LE14 3BY England.

I would be pleased to supply
additional informal information and
to loan copies of the BCPJ to
members of the Philatelic Society
of Canberra.
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Postal History Column - Exhibiting

E.C.Druce
I have had the honour and pleasure
of judging the postal history class
at four of the last six national
exhibitions. One thing is clear,
not only is postal history a
popular collecting pastime but
postal historians like to exhibit
their collections. What is more the
person in the street likes looking
at such exhibits.

The exhibiting rules have been
changing over the last five years.
Perhaps change is the wrong word -
developed and expanded is a better
phrase. If you are interested in
postal history and forming an
exhibit from your Own collection
then perhaps a simple rule will
help. Postal history is not a
collection of covers, an exhibit
based on this premise is doomed to
ignominy. Rather it is a story
illustrated with original examples
of mail augmented by collateral
material which supports and expands
the story (maps, postal regulations
etc) .

The approved def ini tion of
Federation Internationale
Philatelique (FIP) is:
'A postal history exhibit is an
exhibi t of documents or postal
items which have been carried by a
postal service whether official,
local or private. Such exhibits
will show either routes, rates and
markings and/or classification and
study of postal markings on covers
or stamps applied by these services
or insti tutions, and of the marks
of obliteration on postal items'.

the
de

Exhibits can have a range of themes
and plans which can vary from a
geographical (country or area) to a
chronological study (eighteenth or
twentieth century mails) , to
transport or any other theme that a
collector may select. The selection
of the theme is important because
it will lay the foundation for your
introductory plan and the treatment
of your exhibit. These are critical
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elements in the judging of your
exhibit, so let's back track and
remind ourselves of the judging
criteria:

-treatment and importance 35 points

-knowledge and research 35 points

-condition and rarity 25 points

-presentation 5 points

Note that in the above list there
are no points for your introductory
plan. However, it is mandatory and
is the scene setter for the
exhibit, the guide to the judge
and, when you come down to it, the
guide for you - the exhibi tor. It
begins to answer the question that
exhibitors tend to ask of others
....should I include this item?' If
it does not fit your theme then
'no'; if there is no net addition
to you story then, 'no' again

If we examine each of the criteria
in more detail we see that,
although they tend to be judged in
separate compartments, there is an
inter-relationship. For example, if
the collection contains none of the
rarities of the chosen subject then
not only will marks be lost in this
sector but you could hardly expect
to get maximum marks for treatment.
Equally if you have chosen an
extremely narrowly defined topic
then, while your knowledge and
research might be fulsome, you will
probably not get as many points in
this area because you have not been
able to demonstrate a depth and
breadth sufficient to score full
points. With these linkages in mind
let us try and give a little
guidance as to the meaning of each
of the criteria.

Treatment and Importance
Wi thin this cri terion about 15
points are given to importance and
20 points to treatment. Of all the
cri teria 'importance' is the most
contentious. To add to the
difficulty of interpretation the
,importance' will change,
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rela tively, according to the level
and location of the exhibi tion at
which it is being displayed. A home
grown example will suffice: a
collection of ACT postal history
with all the great rarities. (if
they exist!) will do well in terms
of importance at an ACT state level
show. It would get fewer points at
an Australian national and even
less at a us national. Should it
qualify for a world exhibition
(which is doubtful) then it would
probably get a point or two more at
one held in Australia than at one
in South America.
Be that as it may, there is a rule
of thumb with which most of us can
agree - the greater the scope, the
greater the importance. The postal
history of New South Wales is more
important than the postal history
of Yass. However, picking a wider
topic is not necessarily going to
give you more final points - there
is a trade-off. The wider the scope
the harder it is to get maximum
points for treatment and points for
rari ty may also decrease. So often
it is a question of swings and
roundabouts.

In respect of treatment the judge's
will be looking for the story or,
just as significantly, is the story
adequately covered by the material
shown? This is where that
absolutely marvellous cover (only
one known) that just has to be
displayed, even though it has
nothing to do with the subject,
will lose you points. Yes, lose you
points. Equally mint stamps and
mint postal stationery, apart; from
very rare exceptions, are
irrelevant.

Knowledge and Research
What on earth is the difference?
Simply, knowledge is that part of
your comprehension gained by
pursuing and understanding the
commonly available sources of
information available on your
theme. This however, is far more
than familiarity of the catalogue
listings. Research is where there
i~ some of you, your skills and
possibly your material added. It
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need not be original research but
it may be digging out previously
inaccessible archival material; or
other difficul t source material or
it may be a completely new
intereptation of already known
facts based on your material and
other material available to you.
While 25 points can be awarded for
general knowledge, development and
analysis of the material exhibi ted
and 10 points for personal
research, these can be varied. This
is particularly so where new
research is concerned and a larger
proportion of the total points can
be awarded in this category.

Condition and Rarity
While it has been said many times
it cannot be reiterated too often,
rarity does not mean .expensive.
Some relatively common items are
costly; some rari ties are
inexpensive. It really gets back to
treatment you have to have the
items which will develop the story
and provide for completeness. This
obviously means that rari ties will
have to be present but do not worry
if you have few or none of the
exceptional rari ties because as
long as you show items of
significance then you will do well
in this category. Another factor to
remember is that many covers are
expensive because they are pretty,
price is not necessarily based on
postal history significance. A
relatively plain cover that was
overlooked for years may be the key
item in your story.

Condition is something that is
drummed into us as philatelists
from day one. For postal history it
may not mean I perfect I but rather
as good as the material generally
available. Be careful though, and
have a knowledge of worldwide
sources sometimes the rubbish
gets dumped in far flung corners of
the world and you can badly
misjudge both scarcity and
condition. Here I am thinking
particularly of Europe (including
Great Britain) pre-stamp material.
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Presentation
Only five points for presentation?
Yes, and deservedly so. Here we are
talking about overall layout and
visual balance as well as neatness.
Basically it is a criterion judged
from a distance of three metres.
What many people term presentation
is judged under 'treatment'. If you
are shooting for all five points
then I would urge you to check
firstly balance; within sheets,
within frames and between frames.
Secondly, be neat and make sure the
sheets are clean and the same
colour, edging is straight etc.
Finally, check the attractiveness
of the material shown. I call this
the 'sexiness factor' and, while it
should not influence the judges,
who can resist the glimpse of a
well-tuned postal history item!
This article has been about the
'how to' in terms of selecting
items and thinking through an
exhibi t. The 'how to' of mounting
and displaying is another subject
well covered by Hans Karman in a
series of articles in the
'Australian Exhibitor', the journal
of the National Association of
Philatelic Exhibitors'. Membership
is invaluable, Dingle Smith has
details or write to Gary Watson, PO
Box 279. Carlton North, Victoria
3054.
Many collectors dismiss exhibi ting
as a pastime for 'pot hunters'.
They may be right but there is no
doubt that if you approach
exhibi ting in the right way then
you can really do yourself a
favour. None of us know our subject
nor our material exhaustively. Let
me illustrate this with a story
against myself which happened
recently. Exhibiting at the highest
level has made me assess my
collection looking for gaps in 'the
story'. Needless to say I found may
gaps, one of which was the need for
a New South Wales cover to the U.K.
carried via Panama prior to 1870. I
had been searching the dealers for
sometime but with no luck. Where
did I find it? Hiding in my own
collection, of course. What was a
very ordinary cover which was
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prepaid sixpence like countless
others of its era (this was the
common rate to the U.K. via the P &
o route) turned out to be an early
'via Panama' cover when I checked
out the dates of dispatch and
arrival. A collector would have
dismissed this cover as close to
worthless; a serious exhibitor
uncovers the gold.
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Jarrett
Philatelic Service

PHILATELIC AUCTIONEERS
SHOP 84. ''THE RRlOOE". WODEN SHOPPING SQUARE. A.C.T.

P.O. BOX 265 NXlEN 2606. iI.C.T. .
PHONE (062) e24852 - .A1H (062) 918304

We purchase all countries: [al Stamps. [b) coins. (c) old letters,
Idl postcards. (e) medals. If) any philatelic item.

SELLING
We stock an almost complete range of: [a] .Australia. Ibl
British Commonwealth. (c) Europe. Id) Pacific. If) USA.

AUCTION
If your collection is valuable try our nationaltv advertised

public auctions. We will get you the best price available.

VALUATIONS
Our professional valuers will give you an accurate appraisal,

Reasonable rates.

TELEPHONE OR WRITE - TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR MAIL
ORDER SERVICE!
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STAMPSHOW 89 AND PHILEXFRANCE 89
ENTRIES AND AWARDS

The Society extends its
congratulations to the organizers
of STAMPSHOW 89 held at the Royal
Exhibition Building in Melbourne
from October 18-22, 1989. It was a
wonderful event.

Medal Awards
Large Vermeil - 'Stamptom'
Papua and New Guinea 1926-40.
Class 6 Aerophilately.
Laroe Silver - Barry Jarrett
The official mail and stamps of
NSW.
Class 1 Australia.
Large Silver - Jill and John Grant
Australia - commercial perfins.
Class 9 Cinderella.
Large Silver - Dingle Smith
NSW Revenue stamps.
Class 9 Cinderella
Large Silver - Dingle Smith
Jamaica
Class 3 British Commonwealth
Silver - 'C.Hariot'
Australia - frank and free.
Class 5 Postal History
Silver-Bronze - Bruce Parker
Bermuda, Q. Victoria to Q.
Elizabeth.
Class 3 British Commonwealth
Bronze - Andrew Wilson
Tasmania, revenue stamps, post
1827.
Class 9 Cinderella
Bronze Jeremy Smith
Railways: history and use.
Class 11 Junior (14-15yrs).

Grand Prix Class
An innovation was a Grand Prix
Class of ten exhibits of Grand Prix
winners from Australian national
and international shows in the last
five years. Special congratulations
are due to 'Stamptom' for his nine-
frame exhibit entitled 'Australia's
contribution to the development of
airmails 1914-1937'. All the Grand
Prix entries were awarded an
Australian Philatelic Federation
Championship Medal.
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Prizes
The Grants received the prize for
the Best Cinderella display and
Dingle Smith received the other
award in that class. The Prize for
the Best Exhibit in the Youth (14-
15 yrs) Class went to Jeremy Smith.

Special congratulations to Andrew
Wilson as a first time national
exhibitor, I am sure that this is
the first of many national exhibits
we shall see from him.

PHILEXFRANCE 89
This international exhibition was
held in Paris from July 7-17, 1989.
There was only a single entry from
the Society.
This was:
Jamaiquei Pre-adhesives - George V.

It was awarded a Silver medal in
the Class: 'pays hors d'Europe'. The
Smith family were fortunate enough
to attend the Exhibition and can
report that it was magnifique in
every respect. Is the only
international ever held with the
exhibition logo woven into the
carpet? The impressive 2-volume
catalogue is available in the
Society's library.
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